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PROBLEM STATEMENT

If you have tried to purchase a product or a service on any of the e-commerce websites, one
of the first essential steps is to enter your Pincode/location and check if the product can be
delivered to your location. This is the point where the customer intent is subtly changed from
informational to transactional. This is the moment where ‘Serviceability’ comes into the
picture.
There are 3 things happening at this moment:
1.     The ‘Lead’ is getting very specific for the platform, by providing details of demand by
location and product.
2.     The customer is getting information on when he is likely to get the product.
3.     The delivery capability of the e-commerce platform/seller is being determined.
Serviceability is needed to determine if any product/store presented on the Customer app is
genuinely serviceable, based on a multitude of factors. This is to ensure that promises made
during the ‘Order Placement’ phase are actually fulfilled.

You are a Product Lead who is tasked to launch the Dynamic Serviceability Platform. The
business objective as briefed to the Product team is:
-     To arrive at a decision regarding the acceptance of the order based on its serviceability,
which is based on a few real-time parameters.
There can be multiple user personas such as the customer could either be looking for
10-minute delivery, next day delivery or a Slotted Delivery.
Let’s assume that serviceability varies with availability, delivery time, and location/Pincode.
These factors may vary depending on the user persona. E.g: For Instant delivery,
serviceability can vary with the delivery fleet to maintain a Demand-Supply Equilibrium.
What you need to do:
You have to design the first version of the Dynamic serviceability platform. While the
assignment is meant to be open-ended, here are a few things we would like you to cover:
1.     What principles would you lay down for this platform?
2.     How would you think about scoping V1 of the product?
3.     How would V1 of the product actually work?
4.     What metrics would you track to measure the impact of the platform?



THE PROBLEM

What is a Dynamic Serviceability Platform?

Serviceability is defined by the logistic capabilities to move an item from location A to
location B. The serviceability platform is one needed for determining if any given
store/product presented on an app is genuinely serviceable or not based on real time
hyperlocal parameters. This is to ensure that promises made to the end users during the
pre-order phase are actually fulfilled.

Why build this feature?

Broadly speaking : To avoid delivery related problems that occur during both the pre order
phase and the post order phase- here we are concerned about the pre order phase as it is
crucial to arrive at a decision regarding the acceptance of order at this stage before
proceeding to the next phase.

Why is it important to our users and business?

Users - To establish trust between the users and the service/s promised in the pre-order
stage.
Business - To increase retention and referral driven acquisition as customers will return to
the platform and word of mouth will increase if services promised to them are fulfilled or
exceeds expectations.

What problems am I not intending to solve?

I am not intending to solve the efficiency or performance of the serviceability platform.

What else have been tried here previously?

Static serviceability platforms where the serviceability isn’t determined on real time
hyperlocal parameters have been tried out with higher failure rate of customer fulfilment.

How did I measure the size and urgency of the platform?

Let’s say there are roughly n stores in the order of 100s and m products in the order of
1000s per store, which are in the vicinity of a customer location. This would mean that for
every request to display a product made on the app, we will need to find the distance from
these n+ stores to the location. Let’s assume DAU = 100k users with approx 100 users
sending a request/ min.
# of requests per minute =100*m*n
Say requests can be made in any of the three pages - homepage, search, category, add to
cart and place order; then there are 5*100*m*n requests per minute= 5*100*1000*100
(MN)=5(MN) million requests per minute!



USERS/CUSTOMERS

Who is asking for this/affected by this?(user personas)

User 1: Rahul, 26Y always keeps essential things to do/buy for the last moment. No wonder
instant delivery is a godsend for him. But was it? It appears that while the delivery is
supposed to be an n minute instant delivery, it takes somewhere upto double that time in real
life at times, which spoils the experience for him.

User 2 :Meera, 31Y is a sales professional who travels to various locations throughout the
day with a stringent schedule. For her, ordering products on q-commerce would be a tough
choice as she is always on the road. But, on seeing predefined delivery time slots, she
wanted to give it a go knowing that she is always on schedule and would be able to pick it
up.

User 3 : Arik, 40Y was out of station when he realized that the day he was returning was
actually his cousin’s birthday. So, he ordered a gift for him on an e-commerce app that
promised a next day delivery as opposed to another which said 3 day delivery and chose the
former one since he would be back home by then. Next day, he found out that the shipment
would arrive a day later and was left disappointed at the service.

GOALS & SUCCESS

Goals of this feature :

To deliver on the service(s) promised by the app and fulfil the requirements of the user end
to end.

Success metrics :

→ % of users served on time
→ % of cancellations when the ETA is exceeded
→ # of orders delivered on time per geo-location/ Total # of orders delivered



SOLUTION

Feature Requirement :

Requirement Priority Phase Status

Determine which stores/products to display
on customer app based on the customer
location input.

Must have 1 Yet to start

Determine the maximum distance between
a store and the customer location for which
a delivery can be made/ is feasible

Must have 1 Yet to start

Determine the factors on which the
maximum distance will vary (according to
the geography and operating environment )

Should have 2 Yet to start

Find optimal route from store to customer
location.

Must have 1 Yet to start

Determine stress on the delivery fleet. Must have 1 Yet to start

Predicting time to deliver an order
depending on a. Delivery agent assignment
time, b. First mile time, c. Preparation time,
d. Wait time, e. last mile time +distance

Must have 1 Yet to start

Determining expected delivery partner
assignment time/delay

Must have 1 Yet to start

Determining the first mile time Must have 1 Yet to start

Determining the preparation time (packing
etc)

Must have 1 Yet to start

Determining the delivery partner wait time Must have 1 Yet to start

Determining the last mile time Must have 1 Yet to start

Determining surge pricing that is to be
charged to the customer

Could have 3 Yet to start

Provision for checking capacity of the
delivery fleet corresponding to the particular
network of stores.

Should have 2 Yet to start



Workflow :

How do we educate customers about this feature?

Hooks → In app notification and video to introduce the feature

Risks :

1. Decreased # of available products/stores making it look less dense.
2. If the accuracy is hit, it would leave a poor experience for the customer.
3. Discovery of new products/stores might get difficult.

—------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


